
In 1938, well-known Los Angeles Times staff-artist, Charles Owens drew two residential 

sketches of what he considered to be landmark Los Angeles homes.  

The first drawing was of a uniquely designed Russian built home constructed in 1923 

which was located in Northeast LA, at 6512 Monterey Road.  This home appeared in 

their column on September 7, 1938.  

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

The second was of "A Hollywood Showplace," and depicted the 1926 Lloyd Wright built 

home at 5121 Franklin Avenue. It was featured just three weeks later, on October 3, 

1938. 

 

The Owens/Seewerker Nuestro Pueblo (Our Town) was a popular weekly column in the 

Times. It was a team effort. While the sketches were all prepared by Mr. Owens, his 

partner, Joe Seewerker provided the research and wrote the historical text. 

At the time these two separate articles appeared in their column, neither  journalist could 

have remotely suspected that these two drawings of early-LA residences would soon be 

woven into and become part of a real-life noir tapestry, which just nine-years later would 

become part of Los Angeles' darkest and most notorious murder mystery--The Black 

Dahlia.  

These two drawings would continue to hold their macabre secret-linkage unbeknownst to 

anyone, for another sixty-five years.  



It was not until March, 2012 that I chanced upon the Charles Owens drawing, "A Russian 

Architect in Action." The popular Owens/Seewerker column had inspired a book and the 

sketch was just one of many included in Nuestro Pueblo: Los Angeles, City of Romance 

(Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940) 

In seeing the drawing I instantly recognized the home.  As well I should. It was my 

paternal grandfather, George Hodel Sr.'s home.  

Grandfather had commissioned a famous Russian architect, Alexander Zelenko to build 

the home along with a separate "tea house" residence which was given to my father as a 

present on his 15th birthday.  (See separate L.A. Times articles below.) 

Though not naming grandfather in the article, Seewerker in his text described him as, "a 

gentleman with banking connections." (On my father's 1907 LA birth certificate 

grandfather lists himself as, "a banker.") 

 

BOTH HODEL OWNED HOMES NAMED AS OFFICIAL LA HISTORIC 

LANDMARKS 

Prior to my 2003 publication of Black Dahlia Avenger, no public information existed 

connecting my father to the Black Dahlia murder. Though he was known, investigated 

and identified by law enforcement as "the prime suspect"  all of those records remained 

secret and locked away in the DA's vault. Not even today's LAPD was aware of his 

connections to the murder, or that he had been previously investigated in 1945, for the 

suspected overdose murder of his secretary, Ruth Spaulding. 

George Hodel Sr.'s Russian built main residence and the separate Tea House structure 

specifically designed for his teenage son were constructed in 1922.  

His son, George Hodel Jr. was fourteen and had just begun his studies at Cal Tech and 

within a year would be asked to leave the university due to a sex scandal in which he had 

seduced and impregnated a professor's wife.  

"An Erotic Eye..." 

 

It is believed that grandfather sold the two residences at or near the time of his wife, 

Esther's death. She died from tuberculosis in 1935. 

 

LA Times Staff Writer, Joe Seewerker in researching the home, interviewed the new 

owner, a Mr. Stanton Fraser who provided some interesting information. I quote from 

Seewerker's article:  

... 

"The second house was as unusual in design and as full of queer gadgets as the first. Built 

close to the first, it is of Chinese design. Or at least Mr. Fraser thinks it is Chinese.  



"The Russian again took up the grape motif," says Mr. Fraser. "Only in the Chinese house 

he used a growing grapevine to decorate the living-room. He must have had an erotic eye 

also, because he decorated the bathroom with paintings of nude women."[Emphasis 

mine]  

 

The article seems to indicate that Mr. Stanton had just superficial knowledge about the 

former owner, and was clearly unaware that "the Tea House" was built and given as a 

birthday present to George Junior on his fifteenth birthday in October, 1922. 

 

While Stanton assumes that it was the Russian architect and builder, Alexander Zelenko 

who drew the erotic nudes in my father's bathroom, I think we can safely assume that he 

did not. It is much more likely that the actual artist would have been the young teenager, 

George Hodel who as we know was actively involved in drugs and sexual liaisons and 

the editing of his own magazine, FANTASIA, which was in young George's words:  

 

"...dedicated to the stranger harmonies...beauty we may find in a poem, a sketch, 

or a medley of colors; in the music of prayer-bells in some far-off minaret, or the 

noises of a city street; in a temple or a brothel or a gaol; in prayer or perversity or 

sin."  
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Alexander Zelenko              George Hodel Sr.           Esther Leov Hodel 

   (Early photo circa 1904)        

 
            1871-1953                          1873-1954                    1873-1937 

 
My grandfather commissioned Zelenko to build his Monterey Road home & Tea House 

in 1922. (The street name at that time was Walnut Hill Avenue.) 

 

Little is known about their personal relationship. The two men were born and died within 

a few years of each other.  Clearly Zelenko was a man of power and position in Russia. 

See samples of his Moscow-built buildings and biography here.    

 

HODEL RESIDENCE  

Below are some photographs I took a few years ago, when the residence was vacant and 

up-for-sale and under application to become a "Los Angeles Cultural Monument." 

(Northeast historian and community activist Charles Fisher was the driving force behind 

securing its approval and certification with the city.) 

 
Hodel Residence & Tea House Cultural Monument No. 802 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Zelenko
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Zelenko
http://www.kcet.org/socal/departures/highland-park/charles-fisher.html


Hodel Main House- 6512 Monterey Road, Los Angeles 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Zelenko - the Artist 

 

Zelenko painted the below mural with the unusual winged creature inside the Hodel 

residence in 1922. Most unusual.  In the lower left of the painting he signed it with the 

letters “RRO” and a cross.  Was did the signage mean and what did his drawing 

symbolize? 

 

Was it: Whimsy?  Fantasy?  A Secret Fraternity? 

 

A second mural depicting peacock-like fowl is seen on the upper level in the main house. 

This drawing also contains a snake-like banner with different lettering.  

 

Anyone with thoughts or an answer as to what these art and or lettering might signify, I 

would love to hear from you at steve@stevehodel.com 

 

 

 
 

 
“R.R.O” signage 
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George Hodel Jr.’s “Tea House” - A present for his 15th birthday. (1922) 

Below photos taken by me in 2006 or 2007 show the dilapidated condition of the second 

“Tea House” residence. 

Though built adjacent to the main house on the same property, the city would later give 

George Jr’s house a separate address- 6511 Short Way. (Ironically, as we know, this is 

the last name of one of George Hodel’s most famous victim’s, Elizabeth Short, aka “The 

Black Dahlia.”  

 



The “Tea House” 6511 Short Way, Los Angeles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



L.A. Times 1922 article describing Zelenko built George Hodel “birthday present” 

 

The above 1922 article on “Georgie Jr.” was written by Alma Whitaker an LA Times star-

reporter of the 1920s and the author of a then popular book, Bacchus Behave! : The Lost 

Art of Polite Drinking.  

 

Here’s an interesting article written by Ms. Whitaker from 1927 which was “above the 

fold.”  

Alma Whitaker reveals Art Hoax 

http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/archive/permalink/the_disumbrationist_school_of_art


 

  

 

  

 

 


